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How To Guide:  
Waxing Cream 
Soft sheen, medium duty wax finish; deep-penetrating & fast-drying 

Waxing Cream provides a hand-waxed look but is more forgiving than Clear Wax, 
making it slightly ‘easier to learn’.  It also penetrates the paint more deeply and can be 
buffed immediately without any waiting following application. 

You will need the proper brush to apply Waxing Cream.  A high quality, flat bottom 
wax brush is preferable.  You may also apply with a clean, lint-free cheesecloth. 

 Watching video tutorials about how to apply wax is helpful.  

Waxing Cream should be applied to clean, dry surfaces.  We recommend waiting 12-24 
hours after final coats of paint or enhancements before applying Waxing Cream.  

Remove a small amount of Waxing Cream onto a clean piece of cardboard or paper 
plate. 

‘Pick up’ some product with your brush or cloth and brush, wipe, or ‘off-load’ a few 
strokes onto another area of your cardboard or paper plate so you are left with a very small, 
evenly distributed amount of cream on your brush or cloth, similar to the amount you 
would have on your paint brush if ‘dry-brushing’.  When applying, thin is best; less is more. 

Apply to project in thin, even coats, returning to pick up more Waxing Cream from the 
area where you previously ‘off-loaded’.  Repeat cycle until entire project is covered in the 
thinnest coat of product possible. 

Buff immediately with a clean, lint-free cloth.  For an even harder finish, rebuff your 
project 2-4 days later.  Several weeks are required before Waxing Cream is fully cured.  
Keep your project free of moisture and heavy objects for a couple of weeks.  Re-apply 
Waxing Cream every 6-12 months under ‘normal’ conditions to protect your project and 
keep it looking great. 

Store and use between 55 and 95 degrees F. 

Reorder at vintagebette.com.  Email any questions or comments to 
misty@vintagebette.com. 

Share work: facebook.com/vintagebette or on Instagram @vintagebette
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